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INTRODUCTION
Puppies Doge is a new cryptocurrency that combines
the best incentive system for Puppies Doge fans,
resulting in the world's largest community.
We really like to build one of the largest crypto
communities, rewarding seasoned and new fans through
one and once-in-a-lifetime opportunities through our
community reward system!
Our fantastic tokenomics will keep you speechless for
days. We will also have games accessible for you to
play on our website, where you can play against the
machine or against members of the community to win
great cash prizes.

PUPPIES DOGE
ON BINANCE SMART CHAIN
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) was created as a way to use solidity-based smart contracts at a
significantly faster and more efficient rate than other competing chains. BSC has begun to
become one of the most commonly utilized blockchains for Decentralized Finance, with
decentralized exchanges enabling lightning-fast swaps and incredibly cheap fees (Defi). BEP20, a token technology designed by the Binance Team, is used by BSC. Known for having 5
second block rates that are significantly faster than doge's 1 minute block speeds. These two
articles contrast block speed.
Doge1Minute: https://coinsutra.com/transaction-speeds/
Bep-20/BSC5seconds: https://trustwallet.com/blog/binance-smart-chain-in-number
PuppiesDoge is not responsible for the actions of the Binance smart chain network

The following are some of the benefits
of the Binance smart chain
It's a proprietary blockchain that will give all users and developers with
security and safety.
Its inherent dual chain interoperability will enable cross-chain
communication and scaling of high-performance Apps that need a quick and
seamless user experience.
It's EVM-compatible and will support all of Ethereum's existing tooling's, as
well as quicker and less expensive transactions.
Its on-going governance, based on Proof of Staked Authority consensus
and 21 validators that validate transactions, will offer decentralisation and
allow for considerable community participation.

Puppies Doge Tokenomic
6% REWARD FOR HOLDER

Simply by holding PPD token, 6% of each transaction
on Buy and Sell will be redistributed to all holders.

4% ADDED LIQUIDITY POOL

Automatically , 4% of each transaction on Buy and
Sell is added to the liquidity pool.

1% DONATION

The Community will select an Organization that is
truly in need, and a monetary donation will be made to
them.

ROAD MAP PUPPIES DOGE
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

Marketing Push
Huge Influencers
Website Launch
5k+ Telegram Members
Liquidity Lock – 4 YEARS
Big Manual burn -1st Round
Complete Audit Report

Successful Launch
Dextools Trending
Reddit Trending
Coinhunt, Coinsniper etc.
Influencer Marketing Push
Big Manual burn–2nd Round
Charity work out
Staking

Huge Marketing Campaign
Meme contest
Listings on Centralized exchange
Listing on De-centralized exchange
Expansion of core team
Big Manual burn - 3rd Round
Game versions V1.1 launch
Voluntary donation
NFT

Dapp/Game
Partnership
Ads on big games
Release Of the 2nd game
Increase Marketing Push
Big Manual burn – 4th Round

